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ABSTRACT: 
 
The financial world knows day after day innovative services and firms to generate profits. 

Among those innovations, there are the Islamic banks whose growth and expansion have 

unexpectedly increased too fast and known a great success everywhere in the world. 

Therefore, many studies are concerned about this outstanding growth and are conducting 

various studies as to explore this phenomenon more in dept. 

Consequently, the aim of my capstone project is to compare between the performance of both 

banks: Islamic and conventional, in terms of their profitability. The sample used is gathering 

data from the top listed banks in Africa and non-African MENA region countries over the 

period of 2011-2015, resulting in 250 observations. The methodology consists of a descriptive 

statistics of the following variables: capital adequacy, asset quality, management quality, 

earning quality, liquidity, GDP per capita, and inflation. To compare between the significant 

factors on profitability between both banks, One way ANOVA was used. Then, to determine 

the major determinants of bank’s profitability, a regression model is introduced to different 

dataset to measure, first the effect of the variables on profitability in general, second, the 

effect of those variables on profitability accounting for the type of bank, then last but not 

least, the difference effet of these variables when accounting for the region’s economy. 

The results of this conducted project have shown a significant difference among Islamic 

banks and conventional banks concerning the management quality, the profitability, and asset 

quality. The Islamic banks are also leading in terms of return on assets, return on equity, they 

also have a better asset quality, and an outstanding management quality. Meanwhile, they are 

weaker in terms of earnings quality, and capital adequacy and in terms of profits from 

investments, which makes their net interest margin lower. Finally, the significant factors 

affecting the profitability are the liquidity, the management quality, the asset quality, and 

earning quality. Nonetheless, when taking into consideration the type of bank, the most 

factors affecting profitability are the liquidity, the management quality and the GDP. 

 
Keywords: Data analysis, financial ratios, Regression model, Prediction, Islamic banks, 
conventional banks, profitability. 
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INTRODUCTION: 
  
Few years ago, exactly on the 5th of March 2015, the first Islamic bank was introduced in 

Morocco[1]. Many questions rose along this introduction about these banks’ services, its 

functioning and how different it is from the multiple conventional banks that are taking over 

the financial world. Several empirical studies showed an important curiosity towards this 

emerging new banks’ model due to its unexpected and outstanding growth of total assets and 

importance in the market share.  They all aim at having a better insight into the Islamic 

banking model in order to evaluate the different variables that helped into its development. 

 

Subsequently, this project represents a comparative study between both types of banks, which 

evaluates their performance based on different variables and gives a predicting model of 

bank’s profitability. The size chosen comprises the top 50 listed banks in Africa and the non-

African countries of the MENA region over the period of 2011-2015, with a total of 12 

different countries. Therefore, the model has 250 observations. Descriptive statistics will be 

used on the specific internal banks’ performance variables and the external macroeconomic 

variables. Later on, using ANOVA test, we will test for the statistical significance of the 

differences. Moreover, by using the regression analysis, the study will attempt to examine the 

determinants of the banks’ performance and evaluate whether the type of the bank influences 

these determinants and how this latter affects its profitability.  

 

These banks will be compared in terms of their capital adequacy, asset quality, liquidity, 

management quality and their earnings quality by respecting the financial ratio analysis. The 

macroeconomic variables used are the GDP per capita and the inflation rate.  

 

Consequently, this project represents a strong basis for the implementation of Islamic banks 

or services in Morocco, and represents a reference towards what helped these banks in 

gaining profits and what stepped them back.  Indeed, the region of the study was not 

randomly chosen but represents one of the main influences our country is under, 

subsequently,  it represents an accurate reference for the financial projects. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW: 
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2.1 Banks’ Performance Indicators: 

 

Many studies have been implied in determining the main indicators of banks’ performance 

such as growth, liquidity, profits etc. A majority of these researchers agreed that the main 

determinants of a bank performance are its profitability since this latter is one of the main 

purposes of these institutions. Some research studies have been studying the profitability of 

banks in different regions while others got specialized in only one country. Results have been 

different but many agreed on some specific factors. The main reason behind such studies is to 

improve the banking system especially after the consequences of the several financial crises, 

which kicked toughly the system world widely. Nonetheless, since the system of Islamic 

banks is different from the system of the conventional banks, the determinants may either 

differ or converge. This part of the literature review would be discussing the different 

profitability determinants used by statisticians and economists. 

 

In the study conducted by Bachir[2], they preferred the use of ratios linked with the capital, 

the expenditure, loans, liquidity, and the institutions’ method of financing. As for the 

macroeconomic factors, they used variables linked with the country’s taxation policy, the 

structure of banks and they relied on the country dummies. This study indicated that sufficient 

capital ratios and loan portfolios have an important role in explaining the performance of 

Islamic banks. Meanwhile, a previous study done by Molyneux and Thornton [3], that  

involved about 18 European banks showed that there is a positive association between the 

return on equity, the interest rates, banks’ concentration and the government ownership. 

Meanwhile, others studies have been concerned about the size of the bank, which means the 

total assets of the bank, and its impact on the performance, and fairly controversial results, 

have been found. Indeed, Goddard et.al [4] found that there is a positive relationship between 

risk and profitability but the size of the bank is insignificant. Moreover, a previous study 

conducted by Javaid, et.al [5] showed that the higher is the size, which implies higher total 

assets, might not  necessarily lead to higher profits for the bank. In the other hand, Rahman 

et.al [6] found that the size and the profitability have a positive relationship. These results are 

controversial; therefore, questions are raised about how size may affect the profitability of 

Islamic banks.  
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Other studies, such as Athanasoglou et.al [7] have proven that the GDP per capita does not 

affect banks’ profitability while the inflation rate and the concentration of the bank does. 

Berger [8] explains the positive relationship between concentration and profits by the lower 

costs generated due to management or the production steps. Revell[9] noticed as well that the 

inflation affects the banks’ profitability. Indeed, the unstable variability of inflation may lead 

to cash movement problems for borrowers who can close their arrangement with the bank and 

lead it to lose its loans. Simiyu and Ngile [10] on their study found that the GDP per capita 

has indeed a positive but insignificant relationship with the profitability. A study conducted 

by Scott and Arias[11] in the US, proved that the GDP per capita did not influence the profits, 

meanwhile, other studies such as Saksonova and Solovjova [12]found that the GDP per capita 

contributed into profits. All in all, it has been broadly settled that return on assets and return 

on equity are considered as the most accurate measure of profitability as confirmed by Hassan 

& Bashir[13] . 

 

2.2 Islamic Banks during the 2008 crisis: 

 

Due to the difference of the system of banking among Islamic banks in comparison with the 

conventional ones, differences on the influence of the global financial crisis are suspected to 

happen. Indeed, after the crisis many economists tried to find other alternative to the system 

they have always known, and among those alternatives, the Islamic banks rose victoriously in 

popularity, nonetheless, the consequences of this crisis are still disagreed on. While others 

claim that since it is an asset financing, it won’t be affected as much as conventional banks 

did, others found that many variables were affected by the crisis. Indeed, Parashar & Sat[14] 

found that Islamic banks suffered in terms of the return on assets, the capital ratio, the return 

on equity, and the leverage while the conventional banks saw their return on assets and 

liquidity affected. However, unexpectedly, another study concerning the same problematic 

found out that there is no significant difference between Islamic banks & conventional ones 

because their business standard is not the same as they claim theoretically. This study relied 

on the measurement of the Z-score and capital-to-asset ratio and was conducted by Bourkhis 

& Nabi[15]. Another study found different results claiming that Islamic banks are better 

exploited with lower losses on loans, the thing that makes it less operative but more 

provisional during crisis as asserted by Beck, Kunt & Merrouch[16] 
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Maher & Jemma’s [17] analysis suggested that both banks were affected differently after the 

financial crisis. For instance, even though the Islamic banks’ business model factors helped 

limit the damages, the fragile risk management led to a decline in its profitability in some 

Islamic banks. Nonetheless, its credit and asset growth achieved better than did the 

conventional banks.  

  

These studies show that the difference in the business model of Islamic banks prevented their 

financial system from collapsing, as did unfortunately the conventional banks. Nonetheless, 

they were still affected by the crisis and this is due to either their weak risk management 

system or to the fact that some banks converged to the same system as the conventional banks 

have.  

 

2.3 Challenges Facing the Islamic banks: 

 

Islamic banks know a considerable growth in all countries due to their business model that 

were partially resistant to the global crisis. Nonetheless, in their way to glory, these banks are 

facing many challenges in order to remain viable and sustainably present. Therefore, many 

studies have been concerned about the future of these banks and showed high interest in 

addressing these issues as to maintain the development and growth of these banks world 

widely.  

 

Firstly, these banks’ deposits are mainly due to the religious claim the bank has; therefore, 

most clients are religiously attracted to this bank, which makes the conventional banks have a 

higher advantage due to the numerous clients they attract, which has increased competition. 

Islamic banks suffer also from a lack of portfolio diversification, which is due to its small 

size. Indeed, economists have found that larger banks have more chances of reaching the 

finest output. Therefore, Islamic banks should work on their size.  

 

Another point is that since competition is getting higher and conventional banks are being 

more creative, the Islamic banks should start looking for other products to offer and work on 

their financial engineering tools. However, these new genuine tools should still be approved 

by the Shari’ah before being offered, therefore, more professional scholars are needed as to 
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assure the success of their evaluation of these products. Furthermore, the Islamic banks 

should expand their strategic alliances and promote the training and research in this sector. 

 

2.4 Islamic Banks’ Characteristics: 

 

Widely known as interest-free banks, Islamic banks have actually more rules and 

considerably different policies than conventional banks. Indeed, these banks are known for 

their shared risk between the borrowers and their lenders and are based on a religious source 

of rules, Shari’ah, the Islamic law. This law is mainly set by a Board of Islamic Affairs whose 

main role is, to conduct the operations in a “Halal” manner. This latter means literally 

permissible in Islam and religiously acceptable as it has many characteristic such as fairness 

and justice. In this part of this study, the main vocabulary of Islamic financial institutions is 

going to be explored as clearly as possible, relying on numerous specialized books. 

 

The theory of an interest-free banking system comes from the Muslim belief religiously 

known as “Riba”, the ‘raison d’être’ of Islamic banking, this means any and all gain the 

lender makes from a loan, financially known as an interest. Therefore, the Shari’ah came with 

other concepts to base the Islamic financial transactions on and they are known as: 

“mudaraba”, “murabaha” and “musharaka”. According to Saeed[18], the interest was hidden 

under the terms of fees, commissions and profit, when it concerned bonds and currency 

swaps, therefore, the theory differed from practice which consequently lead theorists to agree 

on one principle for the Islamic banks: The Profit and Loss Sharing principle.  

 

The best way of describing Islamic banks would be by presenting the main products it offers 

which are its modes and instruments of financing. There are two different types of 

instruments according to Dr. Mohammed Jamaldeen, an Islamic Finance Expert: Instruments 

for mobilizing fund and Instruments for utilizing fund. The first one is used to organize funds 

through the saving and current accounts, it is similar to the conventional banking except that 

it acts on different principles. There are four different products it offers: 

• Current Accounts: these accounts are mainly made for businessman, since it requires a 

higher minimum deposit and offers a unlimited amount of deposits and withdrawals 

and simplifies transactions at all time and places. Not all conventional banks do pay 

interest on these accounts, but none of the Islamic banks does. 
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• Investment Accounts: or known as fixed accounts for conventional banks is an 

account that generates a greater interest than do the saving accounts. In Islamic 

banking, there are two types of investment accounts; the restricted and the 

unrestricted. These two differ in terms of the authorization given to the bank in order 

to invest these deposits in any project or in a specific project chosen by the depositor 

himself. Therefore, the money given or taken away is considered as a profit or a loss.  

• Savings Accounts: it is a type of accounts that saves deposits and allows depositors to 

get annual interest from their savings. Concerning Islamic banks, they act on a 

profit/loss basis, meaning that the deposit is used by the bank for investment purposes 

that are totally consenting with the Shari’ah law, thus, when the bank generates profits 

from investing that money, they give the depositors their part of profit agreed on upon 

opening the saving account. This type of accounts work upon the principle of “Al 

Wadi’ah” that requires the bank to take permission before investing the client’s 

deposits and to guarantee their money bank without any surplus. Nonetheless, the 

bank may express its gratitude by offering a “Hibah” that is paid semiannually in case 

it generates profits from the investment.  

• Islamic Bonds “ Sukuk”: are the equivalent of bonds for conventional banks, where 

the issuer has to pay the principal with interest at a certain period of time. 

Nonetheless, “Sukuk” is mainly about shared shares in a debt, but this concept cannot 

ignore the importance of the time value of money, which creates a controversial 

opinion among scholars.  

 

The second one is used for using these funds and represents the entrepreneurship side of 

banks: 

• Mudaraba: is a contract between an investor (the bank) who offers money for a project 

and a person (an entrepreneur) who, uses his expertise to achieve the contractual work. 

Therefore, it acts on a profit sharing & loss-bearing principle, that allows the worker 

to get his ratio of profit and the bank to deal with losses if any occurs.   

• Murabaha: the bank buys an item under a prearranged profit and sells it in form of 

periodical installments to its client under a set fee that is not considered as “Riba” 

which makes the loan interest-free. This set fee is mainly made because of the risk 

where the client may not buy back the item as promised. 
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• Musharaka: is in the form of a partnership structure that allows both parties to share 

the profits and losses under agreed-on ratios. This concept allows a party to achieve a 

certain investment without having to take loans. 

• Ijara: is the equivalent of leasing in conventional banking. This financial instrument is 

a type of contract where the owner of the item allows the use of that item under 

periodical payment without announcing the ownership. Therefore, this instrument is 

prominently useful in case of uncertain profitability of a certain future investment 

since there is no surplus charge in case of a missed payment and the owner pays all 

maintenance unless it is the lessee’s negligence or disrespect of the agreements. 
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3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 

In this section, the methods behind this project will be specified and all details about the 

design process, the data collection, the variables used, the tools chosen and the model 

specification will be introduced. The main primary data distribution is going to be highlighted 

under different methods of data description. 

 

3.1 Data Collection: 

  

All the data was generated from Orbis Bank Focus, a database source gathering all banks of 

the world assembled from annual reports, sources of information and regulatory sources. This 

latter contains information about 42,000 banks offering the most detailed and up-to-date 

financial format available making a cross-country comparison possible. It is also very reliable 

in terms of data, format and is supported by a greatly expert bank analysis team. The missing 

bank-specific information were taking from the banks’ personal annual reports and 

transformed into ratios as to make all the data accurately formulated. Concerning the external 

factors used in this study, they were extracted from World Bank Open Data source that 

contains most global development data. (See Appendix B)In this section, all types of data 

used are going to be described, as follow: 

3.1.1 Dependent Variables: 

These variables represent the profitability indicators as concluded from the literature review 

results. 

a) ROAE: Return on Average Equity1  

𝑅𝑂𝐴𝐸 =
𝑁𝑒𝑡  𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒  𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 

 This ratio represents a measure of profitability that reflects what the company relies on to 

achieve a higher return: profitability, leverage, or the asset turnover. It approximately gives 

the net benefit the shareholders get from investing in the bank as confirmed by Momeneen et 

al [19]. As explained by William A. Fruhan, a high ratio is more attractive because it reflects 

that the profits engendered outdo the cost of equity, which generates a value for its 

shareholders. An interesting return on equity ratio is also the one that demonstrates a 

continuous and constant raise within a time frame displaying firmness of growth rather than 

risky volatility.   

b) ROAA: Return on Average Assets 1 
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𝑅𝑂𝐴𝐴 =
𝑁𝑒𝑡  𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒  𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠 

This represents a measure of profitability that reflects how effectively is the company using 

its assets to generate a benefit by calculating the return on assets purchased using those 

dollars, as stated by Madvari et al. It represents, as stated by Popovici[21], the number of 

cents generated at each dollar of assets. 

c) NIM: Net Interest Margin 

𝑁𝐼𝑀 =
𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡  𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑠 − 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡  𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑒  𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠  

It is a measure that indicates how the bank makes the investment decisions relatively to its 

debt condition. For instance, if the net interest margin is negative, it means that the bank has 

lost more money than it generated form the investment, meaning that the investment decision 

was not profitable, as it was confirmed by Rose [21]. 

 

3.1.2 Independent Variables: 

There variables are the different qualifications of banks that we want to test to see if they are 

linked with the profitability ratios and how they affect the banks’ profitability. These 

variables have been ranked in two groups: Internal and external factors. Indeed, the first part 

is about specific-bank factors and the second is external and is linked with the general 

economy of the country. 

 

a) Capital Adequacy:  

it measures the strength and the stability of the institution by calculating the bank’s capital 

and represents a ratio of the primary capital to its assets. The utility of this ratio is not only to 

maintain stability and the effectiveness of the financial system world widely but also to 

protect the depositors. The ratio represents CAR= !"#$%  !"#$%"&
!"#$  !"#$!!"#  !""#$

. According to 

Investopedia, the total capital represents the sum of Tier 1 Capital, that absorbs losses without 

having to cease trading, and tier 2 Capital is used in case of liquidation. As asserted by 

Samad[22]& Akhtar et al [23]  the lower is the ratio, the higher is the risk in the banks, since 

this ratio helps the bank provide enough support to rise its credit actions, and decrease the 

unforeseen risks. 

b) Asset Quality:  
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For a bank, a big portion of its assets is represented by its loans. Therefore, they are the main 

source of generating profits.  In this research, we are going to use the LLR ratio 

= !"#$  !"##  !"#"$%"
!"#$%  !"#$%

 , the importance of this ratio is that it shows the reliability of a credit, 

which is linked with its risk. Therefore, it plays an important role in the banks’ portfolio 

management. This ratio helps in understanding what was kept for unforeseen bad cases. 

Therefore, if the ratio is high it means the bank is expecting future losses as confirmed by 

Merchant[24]. 

c) Liquidity:  

According to Kumbirai & Webb[25], it indicates the capability “of the bank to meet its 

financial obligations in a timely and effective manner” and Samad[22] confirms that it 

represents “the life and blood for a commercial life”. As used previously by Kumbirai & 

Webb[25], this study is using: 

NLTA: = !"#  !"#$%
!"#$%  !""#$"

  ,  this ratio represents the percentage of assets that represents loans. The 

higher this ratio, the less liquid is the bank.  

d) Management Quality: 

 This measure reflects the quality of the management policy inside a financial institution. 

Since, both banks chosen for this study have different policies, this measure would be helpful 

in the process of comparison between both types of bank. The ratio is 𝐿𝐷𝑅 = !"#$%
!"#$%  !"#$%&'%

 

and it indicates the portion of loans that are based on the deposits. Therefore, it reflects how 

well the bank succeeds in getting more deposits from strong depositors and how effectively it 

reduces the randomness of borrowers who get loans. 

e) Earning Quality:  

It is a measure used to show how efficient is the bank at using its assets to generate an income 

and increase its productivity. In this study, the efficiency ratio 𝐸𝑂𝑅 = !"#$%&$&
!"#"$%"&

 will be 

applied, and it measures the ability to turn assets into revenue. The lower is the ratio the better 

is the bank operating.  

External Factors: 
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f) GDP: 

It is an indicator of the country’s economic health, since it reflects the cost of goods/services 

within a country during a specific period. Because it is uniformly measured all around the 

world, it represents an accurate measure to compare between countries. 

g) Inflation:  

It represents a persistent rise in the value of money of products and services in a specific 

country. This phenomenon becomes a noticeable problem when it conducts to a rise in the 

monetary value of good and an absence of raise in the worth of labor. 

3.1.2 Research Hypothesis: 

H0: IBs are more liquid than CBs. 

H1: IBs have better asset quality than CBs. 

H2: IBs have a better capital adequacy than CBs. 

H3: IBs have a better earning quality than CBs. 

H4: IBs have a better management quality than CBs. 

3.1.3 Significance level: 

This data analysis will be taken care of with respect to a 5% significance level. Denoted by an 

alpha sign, this latter represents the probability of the risk of rejecting H0 when it is correct. 

3.1.4 Software Used: 

All the analysis used in this project has been run using the statistical tools offered by R. This 

latter is an open source programming tool made for statistical computing and graphics as 

explained in the official website [https://www.r-project.org]. 

I chose to use this software due to the fact that it is free, since it is an open source unlike other 

statistics’ tools, and to its powerful ability of manipulating data and performing adequate 

analysis.  
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Throughout the statistical analysis many packages were used. This latter contains powerful 

functions for this project, which are mainly: 

• XLConnect: was used to import, read, write and edit the dataset presented firstly in an 

excel format. 

• Car: which stands for companion of applied regression, is the tool I am relying on to 

generate the functions needed for a proper regression for this model. This package has 

the ANOVA function, residuals plots, durbinWatsonTst 

• Hmisc: contains as well many advanced useful data analysis functions, which provide 

high-level graphics and descriptive statistics. 

• Ppcor: this package provides advanced graph designs and was particularly used to 

generate the correlation plot between a independent variable and a dependent 

variable.[appendix A: figure x.x] 

• Corrplot: was used to generate the multicollinearity plot and to implement the code 

testing for the significance level for all independent variables as shown in figure x.x 

and the code [Appendix A: code x.x]. As described by the official website of R, this 

package is used to display correlation matrices and has important algorithms for 

restructuring. 

All tutorials and codes were inspired by the online class notes offered by Princeton University 

online, which therefore, makes them a reliable tool. 

 

 

Note 1: 
1: In both ROAA & ROAE, the average of total assets and total equity was used to have more 

accurate results, since both are found in the balance sheet, which represents only a snapshot in 

time. 
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4 DATA ANALYSIS 

4.1 Descriptive statistics: the difference in the performance of both types of banks. 

The mean of ROAE, return on average equity, of conventional banks is equal to 12.28%, 

which is lower than the ROAE of Islamic banks, that is 20.77%.  This difference means that 

Islamic banks are better at generating profits from their shareholders than are conventional 

banks. Therefore, they are more profitable using this ratio as a measure. 

The mean of ROAA, return on average assets, of conventional banks is equal to 1.51%, which 

is lower than the ratio of Islamic banks that is equal to 2.49%. This difference means that the 

Islamic banks are better at generating profits from their assets. This means that the Islamic 

banks chosen in our study have a more efficient management that allows converting their 

money into a better investment that returns better profit.  

The mean of NIM, net income margin, of conventional banks is equal to 3.78% which is 

higher than the Islamic banks’ of -0.51 %. The negative value of the NIM of the Islamic 

Banks mainly means that the revenue is less than the expenses, so, the banks did not make an 

optimal decision.  

To measure the liquidity of these banks, this study relies on the NLTA ratio. For the 

conventional banks, we had 57.49%, which is less than the ratios of the Islamic banks that are 

59.86%. This results states that the Conventional banks are more liquid than the Islamic 

banks. The NLTA indicates the percentage of total assets that are loans, the higher it is, the 

more is the bank involved in lending, consequently, the less it is liquid.  

To measure the asset quality of both types of banks, the ratio LLR was used. For 

Conventional banks, the ratio equals 3.22%, which is higher than the ratio of Islamic bank 

that is equal to 2.1%. Therefore, the Islamic banks have a better asset quality since their loan 

loss reserve is fewer than the Conventional banks’. This means that the Islamic banks are 

expecting fewer losses on loans than do the Conventional banks.  

To measure the capital adequacy of both banks, the ratio CAR is used. The Islamic banks had 

a 18.06%, which is lower than the conventional banks who had only 19.23%. Therefore, the 

conventional banks are better at providing a minimum of resources for any unforeseen risk 

from their equity. This is also important at providing enough information for the depositors 
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about the security of their deposits. Thus, Conventional banks have a better capital adequacy 

than the Islamic banks.  

To measure its earning quality, the ratio OER was used. For the Islamic banks, the OER is 

equal to 61.04% while for the conventional banks it is 59.41%. Therefore, the conventional 

banks are more profitable since they generate more revenue with spending less. This shows 

that the conventional banks have better earning quality than do the Islamic banks. 

For management quality, the ratio LTD has been used and it represents as said earlier the ratio 

of loans in the deposits. In the study, the Islamic banks had a ratio of 101.8% while the 

conventional banks had 80.9%. This ratio indicates the percentage of loans that are based on 

the deposits. The ratio shows how efficient is the management inside the bank at choosing 

reliable depositors. Therefore, Islamic banks are acquiring more trustworthy clients and thus, 

have a better management quality than the conventional banks. 

(As shown in Appendix B). 

4.2 One-way ANOVA: the significance of the difference 

This analysis tool is used to determine whether the difference in the performance between the 

two types of banks is significant. 

To test for the significance of the performance between the two types of banks, the ANOVA 

one-way test is used according to these hypotheses and with a significance level equal to 5%. 

4.2.1 Hypothesis: 

H0: there are no significant difference between Islamic banks and Conventional banks. 

Ha: There is a significant difference between Islamic Banks and Conventional banks. 

4.2.2 Results: 

Capital Adequacy: p-value= 0.5519 >0.05, therefore, we do not reject H0. This means that 

there is no significant difference between both types of banks in terms of the capital 

adequacy.  
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Asset Quality: p-value=8.71x10-5<0.05, therefore, we reject H0. This means that there is a 

significant difference between both types of banks in terms of the asset quality. 

Management Quality: p-value=7.31x10-5<0.05, therefore, we reject H0. This means that there 

is a significant difference between both types of banks in terms of the management quality. 

Earnings Quality: p-value=0.78>0.05, therefore, we do not reject H0. This means that there is 

no significant difference between both types of banks in terms of the earnings quality. 

Liquidity: NLTA ratio gives a p-value of 0.15, which is higher than alpha meaning that we do 

not reject H0. Therefore, there is no significant difference between the banks in terms of 

liquidity. 

Profitability Indicators: ROAE, ROAA, and NIM have a p-value of 0.0048, 0.0145, and 1.07 

x 10-18 which are all smaller than alpha. Therefore, we reject H0 and we conclude that the 

difference in the performance between both types of banks is significant. 

(See Appendix B) 

4.3 Correlation: 

During this data analysis, correlation was used to highlight any linear relationship existent 

between the dependent variables and the independent ones before proceeding in using the 

regression analysis. This way the results will be less biased and more accurate. Indeed, 

correlation is mainly used to find out the type of relationship the variables have. This 

relationship varies from weak to strong, negative to positive. Therefore, this study is relying 

on the correlation analysis to predict whether the independent variables are related between 

each other, if that is the case, this may create problems of accuracy. 

The results show that all independent variables have a coefficient less than 0.4 belonging to 

this interval [0.35; 0.16], meaning that there is a weak relationship between the independent 

variables. This latter means that there is no variable that can be interfering throughout the 

regression analysis run.  

The correlation result is not only used for testing for multi-collinearity problems between the 

independent variables, but, is also used to determine the nature of relationship between the 

dependent variables, which is represented by the three performance indicators, and the 
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independent variables. Therefore, the test was run twice: the first time to test if there is any 

apparent significant relationship between the independent variables alone, and the second was 

to find out the type of relationship the dependent variables and independent variables have. 

Starting by the liquidity, the NLTA ratio is negatively related with ROAA, ROAE, and NIM. 

This means that as the liquidity ratio increases the performance indicators decrease, which is 

completely normal since the higher is the liquidity ratio, the higher is the amount of assets 

that are loans, the less liquid is the bank, the thing that decreases the profitability of the bank 

and therefore affects it negatively. 

For the asset quality, the LLR is positively related with NIM and negatively related with 

ROAE and ROAA, which make sense. Obviously, whenever the LLR is high, it means that 

the bank is expecting losses; therefore, it is reserving part of its assets for unwanted situations. 

Moreover, an important part of the bank’s revenue comes from its loans; therefore, this latter 

represents a risk for its profitability. Thus, this ratio is negatively related with the profitability 

indicators. Nonetheless, this latter is positively related with the NIM.  

 

The capital adequacy ratio, CAR, is found to be positively related with ROAA, and NIM.  

CAR, according to Giordana & Schumacher[26], measures how much the bank can absorb 

losses. Indeed, the higher the ratio, the higher are the return on assets and more secured is the 

bank from taking risks. Thus, the investment returns increase more than the expenses, which 

lead to a higher NIM. The capital adequacy ratio is found negatively related to ROAE; 

meaning that the higher is CAR the lower becomes ROAE. Allen Berger explained this 

relationship in his working paper about the relationship between capital and earning is 

banking. Hence, according to Allen Berger[27], when CAR increases, the after tax return on 

equity decreases because of the decrease of the tax shield. Moreover, when CAR increases, 

the risk on equity decreases, consequently lowering the equilibrium expected return on equity 

by investors. Controversially, other studies previously conducted, have found a negative 

relationship with ROAA and NIM. This was explained by the fact that higher CAR means a 

prediction of risks, which implies that this latter leads people to avoiding these assets, which 

brings up less return and affects negatively the investment returns. Concerning the return on 

equity, it was found positively related with CAR. As Osborne[28] explains: “higher risk is 

linked to higher returns for shareholders.” 
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For the management quality, the ratio LTD used shows a negative relationship with all the 

profitability indicators. These results may be due to the fact that as the LTD ratio increases, 

more deposits are linked with loans, which mean that the bank has less profitability. This 

conclusion can be explained by the fact that the bank has a poor liquidity when the high LTD 

ratio. Conversely, other studies have found that a high LTD should lead to a better 

performance due to the fact that this ratio mainly shows how the bank is creating loans based 

on the deposits given, consequently, showing the strength of the depositors chosen by the 

banks and the efficiency of their management system as established by Javaid et al [5]. 

For the earning quality, the ratio used is OER. This ratio has been found negatively related 

with all the profitability indicators. Indeed, the higher is the ratio, the higher are expenses 

compared to revenues, meaning that this affects negatively the ROAA, ROAE, and the NIM. 

Therefore, based on this analysis, the OER affects negatively the profitability. 

For the external factors, the results found for the GDP are supposed to be positively related 

with the profitability of the banks. This is explained by the fact that the more is the country 

growing, better it is for the economy which leads to a significant profitability for the banks. 

The results found have a positive relationship with the NIM and a negative relationship with 

the ROAE and the ROAA. This means that the GDP helped in generating more return on 

investments while it decreased the return on equity and the return on assets.  

For the inflation, it has a positive relationship with the ROAA and NIM and a negative 

relationship with the ROAE. Globally speaking, and accordingly with the saying of Henry 

C.Wallish, one of the board of governors’ member of the US Federal Reserve System, 

bankers profit considerably but fictitiously from the increase in the inflation rate. This means 

that the inflation rate influences positively the ROAE. Nonetheless, Frank K Reilly (1997) 

argues using DuPont’s formula and provides evidence that historically return on equity have 

performed better at low inflation.  
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Table	  4.3:	  Correlation	  generated	  by	  RStudio	  

	  
	  

Graph	  4.3:	  Multicollinearity	  Matrix	  by	  RStudio	  

4.4 Regression:  

This dataset consists of 250 observations {  yi,    xi} i=1
n. 

 

With: Yi={ROAE, ROAA, NIM}. 

          Xi={CAR, LLR, LTD, EOR, NLTA, GDP, INF} 

 

This study is testing for the effect of 7 variables on the profitability’s indicators across 5 

years, which makes it a panel data model. A panel data is a mixture between a times series 
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and a crossed-sectional data. In this case, all the regressors are found to be time-varying 

regressors, meaning they all change throughout the years. 

Description of the data tendency:  

According to the test of normality done, such as, P-P Plot and histograms, the data is found to 

be following a normal distribution (Appendix C) with an exogenous tendency, implicating 

that the variations are due to a negligible change tendency out of control due to external 

factors. 

After the analysis of the results found through the correlation analysis, this section is about to 

introduce the analysis of the results found using regression. The regression analysis was 

mainly used to analyze the determinants of the performance and how they are affected by the 

various independent variables used in this study as well as predicting a model for each 

profitability indicator. First of all, the regression is run on all banks in the sample, then, the 

regression is run while taking into consideration the type of the bank and the region’s 

economy. Knowing that there are three dependent variables (ROAA, ROAE, NIM) and two 

types of regression analysis, there will be 6 regression models.  

4.4.1 Model Specification: 

The regression models, to be found, are as follow: 

ROAEit= ß0˘+ ß1. LADSTit + ß2. CARit + ß3. OERit + ß4. LTDit + ß5. GDPit + ß6. INFit + 

ß7.LLR+  αit + εit1  

ROAAit= ß0˘+ ß1. LADSTit + ß2. CARit + ß3. OERit + ß4. LTDit + ß5. GDPit + ß6. INFit + ß7. 

LLR+ αit +εit2 

NIMit= ß0˘+ ß1. LADSTit + ß2. CARit + ß3. OERit + ß4. LTDit + ß5. GDPit + ß6. INFit + ß7. 

LLR+ αit +εit3 

 

Knowing that: 

LADST = liquidity 

CAR= capital adequacy 

OER= Earning quality 
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LTD= management quality 

LLR= asset quality 

GDP= Gross Domestic Product 

INF= Average annual inflation rate 

ε = error 

ßt= Coefficients 

ß0=Intercept 

i=bank 

t= time; 

 

4.4.2 Assumptions: 

As to proceed in further analysis, the model is assumed to have these specific distinctions: 

• Covariates are exogenous: E ε| LADSTit,CARit, OERit , LTDit, GDPit, INFit, LLR = 0 

• Uncorrelated errors: Cov εit3 ,εit2 ,εit1=0 

• Homoscedastic errors: Var εit1 = ROAAit| LADSTit,CARit, OERit , LTDit, GDPit, INFit, 

LLR = σ2  

• Normality: according to the Central Limit theorem, when the size of data is large, 

inevitably, the distribution is more likely to be normal. 

4.4.3 Results: 

In this study, we have different independent variables. Hence, the multiple regression analysis 

is advised as to proceed in checking the results of this data analysis. Therefore, each 

dependent variable will be firstly checked with all the independent variables for all banks. 

Later on, the regression analysis will take into consideration the type of the bank and a 

comparison will be made between both results to see if the bank type plays a significant role 

on the profitability of the banks.  

4.4.3.1 Fixed-Effect model(type of bank): 

1. ROAE 

a) From the results of the regression we get the following model: 

ROAE= -0.439 x NLTA -0.23xCAR – 0.105x EOR -0.255x LTD -1.07x LLR- 

1.268x10-6. GDP -0.32x INF +0.881x factor(BT=1) +0.759 factor(BT=0) + ε 

b) After adjusting for the significance: 
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For a level of significance of 10%, we find that CAR and INF are insignificant for this 

model, therefore the model after accounting for this insignificance becomes: 

ROAE= 0.42 x NLTA– 0.1x EOR -0.25x LTD  - 1.17x10-6. GDP 

+0.69factor(BT=0)+0.8x factor(BT=1)+ε 

c) Adjusted R2 is equal to 45.91%, this means that 45.91% of the return on average 

equity is explained by these variables: management quality, earning quality, asset 

quality, liquidity, GDP and type of bank. 

d) F is found to be equal to 5.98x10-16 , which is smaller than 0.05, which makes this 

model significant. 

 
Table 4.4.1: Regression of ROAE against all Dep Variables 

2. ROAA: 

a) From the results of the adjusted regression we get the following model: 

ROAA=-0.06 x NLTA– 0.013x EOR -0.033x LTD -0.2x LLR+0.09x 

factor(BT=0)+0.1x factor(BT=1) +ε 

b) Adjusted R2 is equal to 42.5%, this means that 42.5% of the return on average  assets 

is explained by these variables: management quality, earning quality, liquidity, asset 

quality and type of bank. 

c) F is found to be equal to 2.2x10-16, which is smaller than 0.05, which makes this 

model significant. 
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Table 4.4.2: Regression of ROAA against all Dep Variables 

 

3. NIM: 

a) From the results of the adjusted regression we get the following model: 

NIM= -0.046 x NLTA+ 0.144x CAR + 2.53 x 10-7 x GDP+6.53 x10-2 INF+0.033x 

factor(BT=0) +ε 

b) Adjusted R2 is equal to 56.03%, this means that 56.03% of the net interest margin is 

explained by these variables: management quality, earning quality, liquidity, asset 

quality and type of bank. 

c) F is found to be equal to 2.22x10-16 , which is smaller than 0.05, which makes this 

model significant. 
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Table 4.4: Regression of ROAE against all Dep Variables 

 

Result’s Analysis: 

As observed from the above tables, the coefficients for the conventional and Islamic banks 

differ from one model to another. Concerning, the return on equity and the return on assets, 

the Islamic banks is leading in terms of its impact on the return on equity. However, the net 

interest margin is better for conventional banks in terms of its statistical significance and its 

impact on NIM. As to proceed in further comparison, each bank type will be distributed into 

three different groups, that depends on the GDP per capita of the countries involved, by 

assuming that the economy of the country plays a significant role on the bank-specific 

variables. Therefore, the three groups formed were based on intervals of 

(StandardDeviation/Mean(of the GDP) x 100), the first group has Morocco, UAE, Malta and 

Bahrain. The second group contains Qatar, Jordan, Israel and Saudi Arabia. Then, the third 

and last group has Iran, Kuwait, South Africa, and Nigeria. The main aim of this 

redistribution is to find a more coherent dataset to work with and get a more precise model. 

4.4.3.2 Fixed-effect Model(region’s economy): 

For the 1st group: 

a. ROAA 

For this groups of banks, the return on assets is 80% explained by the management 

quality, the earnings quality, the asset quality, the liquidity of the bank, inflation and 

the type of bank. 
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b. ROAE 

According to this model 56% of the return on equity of these banks is explained by the 

asset quality, the GDP and the type of the bank which included other factors not 

comprised in this study. 

c. NIM 

According to this model, 79% of the net interest margin is explained by the asset 

quality, the liquidity, and the type of the bank. 

For the 2nd group: 

a. ROAA 

For this group of banks, the return on assets is 69% explained by the asset quality and 

liquidity. 

b. ROAE 

Concerning this model, 75% of the return on equity is linked with the liquidity. 

c. NIM 

This latter is 55% explained by the inflation, GDP, the capital adequacy and the 

Islamic banks’ specific properties. At every increase in these variables, the net interest 

margin increases. 

For the 3rd group: 

a. ROAA 

For the third group, 80% of the return on assets is related with the management 

quality, earnings quality, assets quality, liquidity, inflation and the type of bank with a 

leading from the Islamic banks. 

b. ROAE 

Concerning this model, 82% of the return on equity is linked with the management 

quality, earnings quality, assets quality, liquidity, inflation and the type of bank with a 

leading from the Islamic banks. 

c)   NIM 

For the net interest margin, 79% is explained by the asset quality, liquidity and the 

type of bank. 

From these results, we conclude that the region’s economy matters in predicting the 

profitability of banks, since every indicator has its own different predictors in every different 

group. Nonetheless, when running the regression for the entire model without accounting for 

the differences in the type of bank we get this model: 
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4.4.3.3 Multiple Regression Model: 

a) ROAE= 5.08 x 10-15 + 0.04 x LTD+ 0.003x EOR+ 0.006x LLR + 8.66x 10-5 x NLTA 

+ 0.08x GDP +ε 

b) ROAA= 0.09 -4.2 x 10-8x GDP + 0.004x INF -0.00019xCAR -0.03xLTD-

0.013xEOR-0.26xLLR-0.06xNLTA +ε 

c) NIM= 0.024 +3.8x 10-8 xGDP-0.025 xINF+ 0.14 x CAR+ 0.0018x LTD-

0.008xEOR+0.12xLLR-0.06xNLTA+ε 

Results’ analysis: 

Indeed, the type of the bank matters and affects considerably the profitability. As seen in the 

fixed-effect model the asset quality, GDP and the earning quality have a negative relationship 

with the return on equity when the type of the bank is accounted for. Nonetheless, when the 

type is neglected, the liquidity has a stronger effect on the return on equity, asset quality, 

earning quality; management quality and GDP per capita have positive relationship with 

ROAE while the capital adequacy and the inflation have both negative.  

For the return on assets, the GDP and capital adequacy have both a negative relationship with 

the return on assets, but this remains statistically insignificant. The difference between both 

models is present meaning that the type of bank matters to determine the return on assets. 

Accordingly, liquidity, earning asset and management quality and asset quality all have a 

negative relationship with the return on assets. Thus, at every increase in these variables, the 

return on assets is affected.  

In the model that does not account for the bank’s type, the inflation has a negative impact on 

the net interest margin while the asset quality has a positive relationship with the net interest 

margin but remains statistically insignificant. 

Therefore, the type of the bank has a significant impact on the profitability of banks. This 

latter relies on many bank specific variables and external factor as to know as many profits as 

possible.  
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5 CONCLUSION 

This chapter includes all major findings with the limitations encountered and the 

recommendations. 

As previously stated, this project is a financial data analyss of bank’s performance in Africa 

and non-African Countries that belongs to the MENA region. The choice of the region is 

purely strategic. Due to the growth of importance of Islamic banks over the worlds, this sector 

remains quite a mystery for the financial world. Therefore, this study gathered 50 banks, 

which includes 32 conventional banks and 18 Islamic banks, with data from 2011 to 2015, 

involving 12 different countries.  

The descriptive statistics have shown that the Islamic banks are better than the conventional 

ones in generating return from their assets, return on equity, they also have a better asset 

quality, and an outstanding management quality. Meanwhile, the conventional banks are 

leading in terms of profits from investments which makes their net interest margin higher, 

they are also better in earning quality and capital adequacy. 

During the ANOVA analysis, it has been shown that the difference in the profitability 

indicators is significant. Furthermore, both types of banks are significantly different in terms 

of asset quality and management quality. Then, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient analysis 

showed an absence of multicollinearity between the independent variables and highlighted the 

different types of relationships each one has with the dependent variables.  

The regression results have shown that the most significant factors affecting the profitability 

are the liquidity, the management quality, the asset quality, and earning quality. Nonetheless, 

when taking into consideration the type of bank, the most factors affecting profitability are the 

liquidity, the management quality and the GDP 
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 With the introduction of the first islamic bank in Morocco during the past few years, 

exactly on the 5th of march 2015, many questions are raised about its service, functioning and 

difference compared with the normal conventional banks which are getting over the moroccan 

monetary system. This study aims to enlighten the differences and the similitudes between 

banks by adopting a statistical approach towards the matter. 

 The main aim of this study is to compare between the different variables that play on 

the first most important goal of banks which is to sustain/ameliorate profits. The different 

principles and rules of these banks play a big role in their capital strength and may put their 

equity and dept holders in serious risks. Thos variables will vary and explore every inch of the 

banking world from the interest rates to leverage, earnings, efficiency, main investors, capital, 

risk-taking and so on. 

 This comparative study requires a deep statistical approach applying various statistics 

measurements adequate with the kind of data used, a statistic appropriate programming tool 

such as R and JULIA, and a simulation will be designed showing the results clearly. 

  All data will be surely reliable  and statistics’ subject will be fully documented. 
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Table 3.1: Islamic Banks 

 

Table 3.1: Conventional Banks 
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Table 4.1: Descriptive Statistics between both types of banks 
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Table 4.2: ANOVA Results 
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table 4.4.1: All banks, roae Analysis 

 
table 4.4.1: all banks, roaa analysis 

 
table 4.4.1: all banks, NIM analysis 
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Table 4.4.2: Group1, ROAA analysis 

 
Table 4.4.2: Group1, ROAE analysis 
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table 4.4.2: Group1,NIM analysis 

 
table 4.4.2: Group2,Roae analysis 
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table 4.4.2: Group2, ROAA analysis 

 
table 4.4.2: Group2,NIM analysis 
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table 4.4.2: Group3, ROAE analysis 

 
table 4.4.2: group3, ROAA analysis 
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table 4.4.2: group3,NIM analysis 
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Figure 4.3: Correlation plot: ROAA vs CAR 

 
figure 4.4: normal distribution  
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figure 4.4: Predicted vs Observed ROAE 

 

 

 

 
 

figure 4.4: predicted vs observed ROAA 
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figure 4.4: predicted vs observed NIM 
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Code 4.3: Pearson’s Correlation 
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code 4.4.1: All Banks, fixed effect analysis(type of bank) 
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Code 4.4.2: Group analysis 

 


